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MATERIALS

AVERAGE TIME CHALLENGE LEVEL
2

HOURS

Simple Techniques - Stunning Effects

CUTE CARTOON 
PINEAPPLE CUP

 

CMM 21- Mango Madness
CMM 57 - Squash Blossom

CMM 31 - Licorice
CMM 86 - Pretty In Pink
CMM 39 - Blue Grass
CMM 55 - Sea Mist

CMM 67 - Snowflake
 
 
 

 
DB35365 Pineapple Tumbler

 Fan Brush
Detail Brush

Sponge
1/2" Sponge Dotter
3/4" Sponge Dotter

COLORS



 Paint the outside of the tumbler with 1 generous coat of Squash Blossom
using a fan brush. 
 Paint the lid with 1 generous coat of Blue Grass. 
 Use a damp sponge to gently wipe the tumbler. This will leave the orange
paint in the crevices and the raised parts should be lighter. 
 Use the sponge again to gently wipe the lid. This will leave the teal paint
in the crevices and the raised parts should be lighter. 
 Paint the outside of the tumbler with 1 generous coat of Mango Madness.
 Use the fan brush to paint the lid with 1 generous coat of Sea Mist. 
 When the base is dry, use the 3/4" sponge dotter to make the eyes. Dip
the dotter into Licorice and tap off the excess on a paper towel. Then
press on the tumbler where you want the eyes to go. Repeat for a second
coat.  
 Paint the outline of the mouth using the detail brush and Licorice paint.
Paint a rainbow shaped arc inside the mouth for the tongue then fill in the
rest of the mouth with the Licorice. 
 Use the detail brush to paint 3 coats of Pretty in Pink on the tongue. 
 Dip the 1/2" sponge dotter into Pretty In Pink and then tap the excess off
on a paper towel. Press a dot on either side of the mouth to create
cheeks. Repeat for a second coat. 
 Dip the handle of a brush into Snowflake and use that to dot on the white
in the eyes. 
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TIPS

INSTRUCTIONS

The darker colors that are underneath will show up after firing. 
Wipe against the lines on the piece to help the paint stay in the crevices. 


